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Hundreds of UAF students joined in on the Springfest 2015 activities, which included mud volleyball, a water-balloon fight, field day, a dance off, a barbeque,
a Sammy Adams concert and more. See the photo spread on pg. 4.

UA employee information stolen
Chris Hoch
Sun Star
Twenty-five
thousand
past
and former employees and their
dependents of the UA system have
had their information stolen in a cyber
attack against Premera Blue Cross.
Premera is a nonprofit insurance
company that provides health
insurance for UAF employee benefits.
Premera representatives contacted
UAF Human Resources on March
17, after cleansing the attackers from
their systems and informed them that
attackers may have stolen information
related to UAF employees since 2002.
Premera's systems were penetrated
on May 5, 2014 and the breach was
discovered eight months later on Jan.
29, 2015. Attackers had access to
information including name, address,
phone number, date of birth, social
security number, e-mail address,

Premera
member
identification
number and claims information
including clinical information and
bank account information.
A federal audit conducted in
January 2014 indicated 10 potential
areas of cyber security improvement
for Premera, including failure to install
important updates, using non-current
software and insecure levels of user
privilege. Premera did not respond to
these recommendations until June 20,
2014, two months after the security
breach.
Pfau Cochran Vertetis Amala
PLLC, a Seattle based law firm, has
filed a class action lawsuit against
Premera. "One of the things we’ll be
seeking in the lawsuit is lifetime credit
monitoring for all victims of this data
breach."
The same day that UAF was
informed they coordinated with the HR
department, which manages employee
benefits, to contact those potentially

affected using the Blackboard connect
emergency messaging system.
"The university has made no
determination regarding legal action
towards Premera," Kathleen Wattum,
assistant director/spokesperson for
the statewide office of public affairs
said. Traditionally, UAF has not
commented on its legal actions.
Premera is offering two free years
of credit monitoring and identity
protection services to anyone whose
information may have been stolen.
The FBI has become involved in
Premera's investigation regarding the
incident, and Premera is strengthening
their IT cyber security in response to
the event.
Premera lists a network of
experienced physicians, good customer
service and several health plan
packages as some of the advantages it
provides.

Denali Road
Lottery opens
for 2015
Cassiopia Hardesty
Sun Star

Throughout the month of May,
those with a sense of adventure have the
chance to enter the Denali Road Lottery,
an annual contest put on by the National
Park Service.
Winners are given the chance to drive
their own car, truck or motorcycle along
the scenic Denali Park Road, the sole
highway in the preserve. This 92 mile
stretch of road is paved for the first 15
miles before turning into a more rugged
dirt road.
For most of the year, public vehicles
are limited to traveling only on the short
paved section.

- continued: see “Lottery,” pg. 4

Despite problems, students
appreciate UAF writing center

undergraduate students, Liebl said.
People may think students are
unqualified, but Liebl isn’t concerned.
Graduate students are trusted to
Once located in the Fine Arts teach English 111 and English 213,
Building, the UAF Writing Center she said. “Editing a paper is within
now covers the 8th floor of the those bounds.”
Gruening Building. It has a computer
Tutors are trained for a week
lab, resources and a view of the Alaska before they help students. The process
Range, Richard Carr, director of covers how to teach English 111 and
the Writing Center since 1997, said. correct sample papers, Carr said.
Students come to use the free printing Undergraduate tutors meet three
or work with tutors.
additional times each semester with
To work with a tutor, a student Carr to discuss “common writing
should sign up for an
issues,” he said.
appointment, walk
“I really enjoy
in or call the Writing
"The tutors are
working
here,"
Center,
Megan
Mericle said. “It’s
Mericle, a teaching welcoming and I would nice to work oneassistant and MFA be sad if we didn’t have on-one with students
English
graduate
cover concerns
the center for help.” and
student, said.
not discussed in
According
to
class.”
the Writing Center
Sometimes,
website, tutoring appointments last for when a student visits frequently,
30 minutes.
student-tutor relationships are formed
Tutors work five hours each week, which facilitate understanding of the
Jonnell Liebl, an MFA candidate in writing, Liebl said. “Lots of people
poetry, said. She has worked at the are really complimentary about the
Writing Center for two years.
process.”
"I help students with what they can
One such person is Kate Nagibina,
accomplish during the tutoring session a junior studying linguistics. "Since
and the time before the paper is due," I’m not a native speaker, the Writing
she said.
Center is very helpful," she said. "It
The Writing Center is run has helped me with my academic
by graduate students and some writing.”

Jessica Herzog
Sun Star

Photo by Cheryl Sluka.

#55 Scott Sluka, #8 Kurt Krause and #117 Rick Davis race for the first spot.

UAF student speeds through
summers at Mitchell Raceway

Manon Grimault
Sun Star

Patrick Wold Jr. has been a student
at UAF since spring 2014, but during
his spare time in the summer, he
does stock-car racing at the Mitchell
Raceway.
Wold started in 2010, after
watching his friend’s dad race.
“It was just a dream at first,” Wold
said, “but then I found out I only had
to be 14 with parent’s consent.”
“I was 14 with no money,” Wold
said. “Luckily I had a group of people
who were willing to help me.” One
of his friends gave him an old 1986
Chevrolet Celebrity station wagon
that he could use for racing. His
friend’s dad, who was a racer, helped
him build the car to respect the safety
measures of the Mitchell Raceway.

- continued: see “Writing center,” pg. 3
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Like us on Facebook!

“It took me a couple of weeks to
build the car,” Wold added.
Wold is not the only one stockcar racing. It is a popular sport in
Fairbanks, with a dedicated association.
Each week about 150 people come to
the Mitchell Raceway to watch the
races. The Greater Fairbanks Racing
Association operates the Mitchell
Raceway and organizes each racing
season. There are between 16 to 20
events per summer, mostly depending
on the weather.
The
Greater
Fairbanks
Racing Association is a non-profit
organization.
“Everything we make we give it
back to the track or racers,” Melissa
Coghill, secretary of the association,
said. The members of the board are
volunteers, but they hire around 20
people to work each night.
- continued: see “Student racer,” pg. 4
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POLICE
BLOTTER

Heather Penn
Sun Star
The Sun Star’s mission as a
campus voice for UAF is to
report the news honestly
and
fairly,
announce
and
chronicle
events
and provide a forum for
expression
of
opinion.
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The public safety report is compiled
from police blotter information and
interviews with UAF police officers.
Individuals named as arrested and/
or charged with crimes in this report
are innocent until proven guilty in a
court of law.
DUI
April 13, 2:11 a.m. - Police pulled
over Todd L. Austin, 24, of Fairbanks,
for failure to dim his high beams and
repeatedly crossing the double yellow
line. Austin said he drank two beers.
He subsequently failed three field
sobriety tests. He was arrested and
charged with a Driving Under the
Influence. He was taken to Fairbanks
Correctional Center.
Suspicious Circumstances
April 13, 8:34 a.m. - A vehicle left
abandoned for a week at the Sheep
Creek Road pull off suffered a
smashed window. Officers saw a large
metal disk inside the vehicle which is
assumed to be the object that broke
the window. The car was towed the
next day to the impound yard as the
owner could not be located.
April 15, 3:15 p.m. - Six or seven
lights along Tanana Loop were
believed to be shot out by an pump BB
gun or similar weapon. A man who
walks the path frequently observed the
blown lights about four to six weeks
ago but didn’t report it as he thought
the grounds crew would notice the
damage. There is now a work order to
fix the lights. Officers are investigating.
April 17, 9:51 a.m. - A woman in
McIntosh Hall reported that someone
tried to access her dorm room at
4 a.m. She heard the code being
entered and watched a hand slide in
an attempt to remove the chain. She
verbally confronted the unknown
individual and he left. There was
another attempted break in on another
female dorm room the same night. A
description of two male suspects was
found through video review. The UAF
lock shop was called to change the
lock combinations and UAF facilities
will change subsequent codes in

Emily Russell
Wyatt Wilcher

Lynne Snifka
lmsnifka@alaska.edu

Main Office:
(907) 474-7540
www.uafsunstar.com
305 Constitution Hall
Tok Lane, UAF
Fairbanks AK
99775

Letters to the Editor
The Sun Star welcomes
reader commentary! Letters
to the editor should be no
longer than 250 words.
Please include the author’s
full name and contact
information (phone, e-mail
or address). E-mail your
letters to editor@uafsunstar.
com or mail them to the
address above.
Letters
must be received by 5 p.m.
Friday in order to be run in
the next issue. All letters
are subject to editing for
brevity
and
grammar.

Theft
April 13, 11:55 a.m. - A facilities
worker doing construction on the
new engineering building reported
that some of his drywall tools were
stolen from his tool bag. Officers are
investigating.
April 14, 3:04 a.m. - A Jeep left
unattended in the Taku parking lot
for approximately a month had its
tires and rack with a spare tire stolen.
Police noticed the Jeep previously but
were unable to contact the owner. The
cost of the stolen property is $1,245.
The case is ongoing.
April 16, 11:35 a.m. - A red
Specialized bicycle was reported
stolen from the bike rack in front of
MBS. The victim claimed the bike
was locked when it was stolen. Video
of the area is under investigation.
April 16, 2:36 p.m. - A stolen Polar
Express card was used in more than
70 transactions totaling $310. The
victim lost the card Tuesday evening
then noticed his account rapidly
draining. He went to the bursar the
next day to report it stolen and get a
replacement. Alexander B. Duncan, a
UAF student and Nanook basketball
player, admitted to taking and using
the card. He gave the card back, was
arrested and was charged with theft in
the second and third degree. Second
degree theft is a felony for stealing an
access device such as a credit card.
The third degree is a misdemeanor
for fraudulent use of an access device.
Duncan was taken to FCC.
April 17, 12:26 p.m. - The theft of two
computers from the Murie building
was reported to have happened
sometime during the semester. One of
the computers was located within the
building and is believed to have been
misplaced. The other is still missing.
Officers responded, collected evidence
and took pictures. The investigation
continues.
Assault
April 13, 9:39 p.m. - David G. Simon,
43, of Hooper Bay, was arrested for
slapping a woman at Hess Village.

When police arrived the woman
was hysterical and afraid. She said
Simon slapped her, knocking her to
the ground. A witness of the incident
intervened as Simon advanced on
the woman once more. Simon gave
inconsistent statements about possibly,
accidentally or mistakenly pushing
her. Simon was arrested and and
charged with Assault IV Domestic
Violence and banned from UAF.
MVA Hit and Run
April 14, 7:23 p.m. - Damage to
a cars passenger side mirror in the
Signers’ Hall parking lot is believed
to be the outcome of a hit-and-run.
The complainant claims it happened
sometime between 5-7 p.m., though
it could have possibly happened off
campus. The case is ongoing.
Criminal Trespass
April 15, 3:43 a.m. - A former
student who said she was homeless
was removed from the Rasmuson
Library for sleeping there after hours.
She has been removed for the same
infraction numerous times. Sleeping in
buildings overnight can be particularly
dangerous. If a fire or emergency
were to happen no one would know of
the sleeping person’s presence and be
unable to assist them. She was banned
from UAF campus from 10 p.m. to 8
a.m.
Agency Assist
April 17, 11:23 p.m. - Alaska State
Troopers asked for assistance from
UAF police when a 911 call, from
Gold Rush Estates off of College
Road, signified an individual in
distress. One person was detained.
No further information is available.
Traffic Stop
April 20, 1:29 p.m. - Police pulled
over a man on probation for failing
to dim his headlights. Due to his
probation status, officers contacted
his parole officer who requested
that officers search the vehicle. A
suspected meth pipe was found in a
backpack. Police confiscated the pipe
and backpack and sent it to the crime
lab for analysis. Pending the results
charges may be filed. The man was
released.

ASUAF

Columnists

Advisor

the surrounding area. Officers are
investigating.

Associated Students of the University of Alaska Fairbanks
Dianna Rupp
Web Editor

the Coalition of Student Leaders
Representative.

Present: Mitchell Davidson, Lachlan
Gillispie, Jonathan Quiñones, Erik
Rickards, Kayleen Hansen, Allyssia
Garcia and Mickey Zakurdaew.

Senator and Quote of the Year:
Senator Davidson was elected as the
senator of the year. Senator Gillispie’s
quote of, “Well, they come in a box,
and we put them in the fridge and
then somebody reaches in and grabs
one and heats it up, see?” was chosen
as the quote of the year.

Excused: Cordero Reid, Colby Freel,
Matt Harris and Michael Magnan.
Absent: Chris Hoch and Eli BarryGarland
Guests: Marie Wold, electronic
musician.
Coalition of Student Leaders
Representative: President Carrick
was elected as the representative of

For the Good of Students: A senate
resolution written by senator Reid and
detailing ASUAF’s continued support
for the student body during budget
cuts was sent to the Public Relations
Committee.
Summer Senate: A senate spending

bill written by senator Zakurdaew
that outlines how the summer senate
should act and be chosen, as well
as how much funding they should
be allotted, was sent to the Internal
Affairs Committee.
Budget: ASUAF’s new yearly budget
(now amended to show the additional
funding the Sun Star will be awarded)
was passed unanimously.
Agenda: A resolution set to redo how
the agenda portion of senate meetings
is done was passed with a vote of
6-2-0. This resolution will make it so
that the agenda must be adopted at
the start of each meeting, making it
similar to the procedure currently in
place for the minutes.
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Museum of the North creates life-size
dinosaur puppet for interactive exhibit
Eric Bennett
Copy Editor
UAF's Museum of the North has
a few displays of dinosaur fossils in the
main gallery, but the ancient creatures
are not quite the focus of the displays that
rarely change. However, the museum will
host a special exhibit titled Expedition
Alaska: Dinosaurs, which opens May 23
that will be nothing but dinosaurs and
will feature a special guest star.
"It's Alaskan dinosaurs, what we've
found here, what we know and what we
can guess of how they lived here," Steve
Bouta, the museum's exhibition and
design coordinator, said.
Most of the items on display will
be very old, one of the most notable
being a fossil of an ichthyosaur that was
discovered in 1950 in the Brooks Range.
The fossil, which is a complete body and
spans almost 25 feet long, took several
decades to extract from rock, transport,
clean up and research. Now it is ready to
be shown to the public for the first time.
On the other hand, one main feature
will be very new. In fact, it's not entirely
finished yet. Snaps, the tyrannosaurid, is a
life-sized puppet built mostly out of PVC
piping and foam and designed to be worn
kind of like a mascot suit. Hannah Foss,
who does CGI animating and modeling
with some sculpting and drawing on the
side, originally pitched the idea for a
dinosaur puppet when she heard that a
dinosaur exhibit was being planned. Foss

Writing center

- continued from pg. 1

“The help is great,” Hannah
Carlile, a sophomore studying
linguistics and French, said. "The
tutors are welcoming and I would be
sad if we didn’t have the center for
help. Also, I love that the prints are
free.”
Carr prefers not to charge students
for printing due to the amount of fees
they already pay, he said. The Writing

Student racer

- continued from pg. 1

Courtesy of Patrick Wold Jr.

Patrick Wold Jr. after his first race of
the 2014 season.
Competition is a big part of racing.
There is a point system to show the
class rankings. At the end of the season
the drivers are recognized by trophies
or certificates and point payouts. Last
year top payouts were between $465
and $499. The mini-stock winner
makes the most money among the
other classes. The amount depends on
how many racer participate in each
class.
Wold has great memory with his
first car.
“My favorite memory was during
my second night of racing in the
Chevy Celebrity,” Wold said. “I had
my family from out of town watching
and I won the main event.” The main
event is the last race of the night, the
most intense race, because the racers
gain more points. There are also
special events throughout the summer,

got the idea from an online video that
shows a workshop building large, realistic
dinosaur puppets for the “Walking With
Dinosaurs” stage show.
"I watched that when I was like, 15,
and ever since then I've wanted to do
something like that," Foss said. "I was
like, this is beautiful. The character it had
and the realism excited a lot of people
and they said it would be really cool to
use for education and outreach."
The structure of Snaps was reversed
engineered from a similar video that
showed how an actor moves inside inside
such a costume. It was only the frame
work without any skin or coverings, so
they could see how it was built and went
from there. Snaps went through a couple
redesigns to strengthen joints and keep it
from becoming too heavy.
"After we started building it, Hannah
started relaying stories about when she
was in the mascot, Nanook, and kids
started coming up and tackling her,"
Bouta said. "So, we had to engineer it for
having a six year old hanging off of it."
Even in its most early, skeletal form,
Snaps has had a positive reaction from
kids and adults when it has been taken
out on test runs.
"[An Alaska tourism company] had
its reception at the museum, but it was
a PVC pipe structure at that point with
just the head on it, the mouth didn't even
open and close. It had paper eyes," Bouta
said. "Some of these adults were standing
there kissing it on the nose, petting it and
posing with it. And then we had it out for

Eric Bennett / Copy Editor

Snaps hangs out in the archeology lab, waiting to be unveiled.
the open house and it was still, some of
it was covered, but still had paper eyes.
Some kids were afraid of it and some kids
wanted to run up and hug it and follow
her."
Foss picked up the skills to be Snaps
during the three to four years when she
was Nook, UAF's sports mascot.
"I would argue reading people is
the number one priority when you're
a hockey mascot," Foss said. "It's really
important to pick up when kids don't
want to be around you or when adults

don't want to interact with you."
Now mostly skinned up and textured,
Snaps is almost ready for its debut at
Exhibition Alaska: Dinosaurs and is sure
to be a worthy representative of dinosaurs
everywhere. There's just a few little more
details that need to be added.
"[When ordering glass eyes] I did
ask for a similar pupil size, so hopefully it
won't be too terrifying, but it's definitely
going to look more like Eye of Sauron,"
Foss said. "And put teeth in it. That will
probably up the scary factor."

Center receives no student fees, but
instead has its own budget used mostly
for toner and paper, Carr said.
I use the Writing Center “quite
a bit” for printing, said Nathaniel
Love, a freshman studying petroleum
engineering.
Despite the Writing Center’s
positives, it has some issues.
In the spring, the energy changes,
causing people to get “revved up,”
Carr said. As a result, the Writing
Center becomes too loud at times.
Also, many people sign up for

tutoring sessions in the spring.
“We try our best to help everyone,”
Liebl said, but it can be difficult given
the time limit of the tutoring sessions.
“Not every session will be as good as
the last.”
Sometimes, people can’t access the
Center at all.
“I don’t like that it closes in the
middle of the day,” Carlile said. "And
the hours it is open don’t always work
with my schedule either."
Even when a person can meet with
a tutor, the process isn’t always easy.

First time users can be unsure of
the tutoring process or intimidated
with showing their work to a person
they don’t know, Carr said.
But despite these problems, the
Writing Center is a place for learning.
The tutoring sessions are a chance
to think the writing through without
being graded, Carr said.
“It’s great to see students have a
moment of recognition where they get
excited about their writing,” Mericle
said.

some important for racers to make
more points and some important
for the community. This season
there will be the Dirt Shoot Out, a
statewide invitational with the first
half in Fairbanks. Racers will come
up from Capital Speedway, Willow
and Twin City Raceway and Kenai.
Also, there will be a cancer awareness
night, military appreciation night and
canned food night for the Food Bank.
“My favorite part of racing is the
adrenaline,” Wold said. “You can go
out there every night and you won’t
‘get used’ to it. When you’re on the
final pass before the green flag drops,
you get that nervous feeling in your
stomach. When the flag finally drops,
you don’t think about anything else
except that moment, and the race.”
Wold’s latest car is a ‘94 Mazda
Protege, numbered 88, purple and
black.
“If I would ever roll over, the
number would be the same upside
down,” Wold said.
There are five classes of cars: the
mini-stock, dollar-stock, sportsman,
modified and sprint. Last year, 70
people were registered to race but
there were between 40 and 50 people
each week. This year they expect
between 50 and 60 regular drivers.
“I raced all four years in the ministock class,” Wold said. “It was the
class Modified class, I could afford it. It
was the cheapest.” Racing can become
expensive, Wold usually spends around
$100 per night, if nothing breaks.
Edward Burger, President of the
Greater Fairbanks Racing Association
and modified racer, spent $15,000 to
build his new car and will average a
couple hundred dollars each night.
The 2015 race season opening
weekend will be May 22 and 23 at 7

p.m. at the Mitchell Raceway, 4075
Peger Rd. Unfortunately, last year
was the last racing year as a driver
for Wold. He gave his car to his little
brother, Jeremy Miller, who turned 14
in July.
“I’ve decided to focus on college,”
Wold said. “I’m going to take some
summer classes. I will be helping my
brother, though. I’ll be in the pits
fixing whatever he breaks.”
“The advice I have is to
become friends with a racer who
has experience,” Wold said. People
wanting to race are also welcome to
go to the meeting to meet other racers
and learn more about the rules.
Each year before the season starts,
every driver and his or her car must
pass the safety inspection. According
to Burger, the rules are being adjusted
every year and are available on their
website http://www.fairbanksracing.
org/. There is also a “test & tune”
night on May 15, to try any race car
out on the track and make sure the
car respects the safety rules. It allows
the driver to make any modifications
before the season starts.
After the opening weekend, races
will be every Friday night at 7 p.m. The
general admission is $10 for adults,
$8 for students and military, free for
seniors and children up to 10 years
old and $5 for children from 11 to 17
years old. Outside the racing, there are
booths with food and drinks, as well
as The Shirt Shack selling Mitchell
Raceway t-shirts and hoodies. There
are also bike give aways for children
and 50/50 tickets for adults. Last year
they gave away $1,600 worth of bikes.
“It is an affordable, fun night,”
Coghill said.

Lottery

- continued from pg. 1

However, contest winners can drive
as deep into the preserve as the weather
will permit, a privilege usually saved for
park vehicles and tour buses. This year,
winners will be assigned a day long
driving permit for September 17, 18, 20
or 21.
“I won the road lottery twice, in
2006 and 2007,” Melanie Lindholm, a
recent UAF graduate said. Lindholm
received her MA in northern studies
last December and plans to walk in the
upcoming graduation ceremony next
month. “I have entire photo scrapbooks
from all the pictures we took there. The
best part was getting those once in a
lifetime shots, like a mama bear and her
cubs walking across the road.”
Bears are not the only thing that
travelers could see while exploring the six
million acre park. Moose, caribou, wolves,
eagles, foxes and many other animals are
also known to frequent the less travelled
inner areas of the wilderness. According
to the National Park Service website,
1,600 lottery winners are selected
annually with the average contest entrant
having about a one in six chance of
winning.
Lottery entries cost $10 and are
limited to one per person. They can
be purchased online by going to www.
recreation.gov and searching for the
Denali Road Lottery anytime in May.
Winners are announced in early June.
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Review: Sammy Adams in concert at the UAF SRC
By Zayn Roohi and
Wyatt J. Wilcher
Sun Star
Last Friday night, April 24, the
SpringFest Sammy Adams concert was
perhaps what you would expect out of
a giant college hip-hop party; the rapper
was just as drunk as the majority of the
300 people in the audience.
Sammy Adams’ opening act, DJ
Spencer Lee, played hip-hop remixes of
regurgitated popular songs, including
Nirvana’s “Smells Like Teen Spirit.”
However, the originality both Spencer
Lee and Sammy Adams lack, they
certainly make up for in enthusiasm.
Following a nearly two hour intro
which consisted of YouTube remixes
of radio songs, Sammy Adams took the
stage. He freestyled, rhyming Alaska with
Nebraska.
He then went on to rap for 90
minutes, periodically stopping to ask
questions about the "white bitches" in
the audience, among other derogatory
comments.
Sammy Adams’ performance live
has all of the same elements as his music
on his albums. Those elements would be
that his music is simple, yet somewhat

optimistic. Despite this party atmosphere
that Adams’ music provides, it is still
very generic. Songs like “Waste,” from
his latest album "Homecoming," sound
almost exactly the same on the album.
Adams does nothing to improvise his
songs live. In fact, all of the backing music
is made through a computer, making
for an experience that is incredibly
manufactured-sounding.
Close to the end, Adams fell off the
stage, saying someone tried to pull his
watch off and he fell trying to stop them.
He recovered his watch from his wrist,
and the thief was never found.
After an impressively decent song
about his best friend who died four years
before, he asked if anyone would "be
willing to suck my dick under the aurora."
Quite a few people reacted to this
with screams, and some tried to get over
the barrier.
He finished up the concert with
his most well known song, "All Night
Longer."
At a couple points during the show,
he even jumped in the crowd and rapped
while in the crowd. Before the song
“Dark Horse,” Sammy went into a rant
about the cops.

Sammy Adams performs
his famous song, “All
Night Longer,” during his
concert on Friday night. Zayn Roohi / Sun Star

SpringFest lures students
into sunshine for fun

Seasonal Move-in Special - First Month FREE!
495

Zayn Roohi / Photo Editor

Angelica Torres (left) and Diego Cabo (right) attempt to place a piece of velcro
on the lane divider before being pulled back.

Zayn Roohi / Photo Editor

Students throw watermelons off the roof of Gruening on Thursday
afternoon, officially starting SpringFest.

Sydney Reese
Sun Star

Alaska’s
STD rates
are some of
the highest
in the
country.
Use a
condom
and get
tested
regularly.

Condoms are available at the Student Health
and Counseling Center. Those eligible for
Student Health benefits can also get STI
testing at the center. Or, to find a
testing location near you go to
www.iknowmine.org

Zayn Roohi / Photo Editor

Two students run into eachother during a game of mud volleyball on Friday
afternoon.
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Copy Editor
Responsible for proofreading articles & headlines, sports scores, entertainment highlights and the police
blotter for the Sun Star. Compile and organize this information each week for publication.

Web Editor
Responsible for the Sun Star's website, Facebook and Twitter feeds. Load content, video, update feeds
regularly and contribute to editorial discussions. Oversee paper's online and social media. Ability to
shoot, edit and upload videos is strongly desired.

Photo/Multimedia Editor
Manage photo equipment, take photos and develop for print. Draft cut-lines, upload and scan images.
Instruct reporters in proper use of equipment.

Advertising Manager
The Advertising Manager is the contact for all Sun Star ads; responsible for selling advertising space to
internal and external customers for publication in the Sun Star and online at www.uafsunstar.com
This position oversees all components of the ad process to include sales, contracts, billing & financial
reporting. This position also coordinates all ad design, proofing, ad layout and placement within the
publication.
The Ad Manager works independently in an office environment with five other student staff Editors,
intermittently supervised by the Sun Star Editor-in-Chief.

Layout Editor
Responsible for weekly and timely design and layout of the newspaper; placing of ads, photos and
graphics. Work with advertising staff with regard to placement of ads and potential in-house ad design.

And don’t forget: The Sun Star is always looking for freelance
reporters, columnists, photographers, and ﬁlmmakers! if you are
interested in writing for us next year, contact editor@uafsunstar.com.
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EDITORIAL

Zayn Roohi
Photo Editor

New on the block:
Education cuts
threaten students UAF welcomes four new
players to athletics

I remember the moment I
graduated high school. Just like every
other student, I was excited to move
on with my life and see what happens.
Even more than that, I was excited to
be out of a place where the quality of
my education was based on money,
money the school system simply didn’t
have.
I was led to believe that in college
there would be more money for
education. The professors would be
paid well enough to care about their
classes, there would be a wide range
of majors to select from and students
would be presented with an array of
opportunities to help them find what
they want to do with their life.
This is not the case.
When the legislature announced
that UAF is facing a $30 million dollar
budget shortfall, it was clear that
something was going to be cut. This
led to Chancellor Rogers announcing
that there are 46 programs up for
review, with the goal of cutting $3
million out of them. He has also
announced that he expects between
200 and 250 jobs to be lost. The
Senate even recently rejected a pay
raise for adjunct professors.
According to Abel Bult-Ito,
president of the UA system union,
these cuts will first affect the support
systems, such as the student advisors.
As these support systems disappear,
the quality of education will decrease.
In early 2013 I made a
documentary for KTVA 11 on
this very subject. Andy Holleman,
Anchorage Educators Association
President told me one very chilling
fact, as the funding decreases,
experienced educators will move to
places with more opportunities, and
will be replaced by people who simply
don’t care as much.
“There’s a larger opportunity for
faculty in the lower 48,” Bult-Ito said.
“If we’re not careful, we’ll lose them;
if we don’t fund it [education], we’ll
fall behind.”
These effects can already be seen
now. Walk into almost any 100 level
class, and you’ll find bored students
who are being taught by a professor
who doesn’t particularly want to be
there. I learned more during high
school American history than I have
so far in History 100X.
But this all has even deeper
implications. In a society where
education is not free for all, or valued
by any, a few people at the top will be
able to do what they want.
“Education is becoming an elite
enterprise for only the students that
can afford it,” Bult-Ito said.
Many Americans brush this off as
a simple matter of economics. They
think that there is simply not enough
money, so we can’t fund education.
They think that colleges waste money
on pointless things like new gym
buildings or, in UAF’s case, a new
engineering building.

But there is enough money.

Under Senate Bill 21, the state of
Alaska will give away an estimated
$1.4 billion dollars to non-Alaskan oil
companies in 2015. I’m sure the state
could somehow manage to only give
away $1.3 billion dollars, and keep the
other $100 million for the UA system.
There’s also the option of not
giving away any money at all.
According to the legislature, we don’t
even have enough money for the film
incentive program, a program that
cost a fraction of SB 21, and would
have given tax breaks to major film
companies who promised to spend
money only with Alaska companies.
The real problem is that the people
who decide the budget don’t care
much about education, film, or many
other things besides oil. The Alaskan
education lobby doesn’t have nearly as
much to offer to the legislature when
compared to the oil lobby, which spent
an estimated $200 million nationwide
in 2014. Money is power, and their
money lets them do whatever they
want.
“It’s more important to please
multinational oil companies than to
do what’s good for your own people,”
Bult-Ito said.
An article by the Chronicle of
Higher Education details this same
thing happening in South Carolina.
When faced with a one-cent income
sales tax, the auto industry fought with
everything they had, and ended up
changing that tax increase to a cap.
This cap cost the state $169 million
in 2014 alone, a sum which could
restore most of the cuts made to public
colleges since 2008, according to the
Chronicle.
I’m not saying that we live in a
corrupt democracy where the richest
companies do what they want, or
even that these companies are trying
to steal our education away and turn
us into modern-age slaves. But with
a literacy rate of only 86 percent,
and 17th place on Transparency
International’s corruption index (only
10 places in front of Qatar), it’s clear
there’s something going on. There is
something wrong with our system.
The system should not be such that
money can be taken out of education
and instead given to companies
who already have billions of dollars,
especially not when 19 percent of
high school graduates can’t read. It
shouldn’t be such that the military
is funded in place of schools, when
50 percent of American schools are
labeled as ‘failing schools’ by the U.S.
Board of Education.
Funding major oil companies in
order to keep our economy growing
is important. Protecting America
from international terror threats is
important. I’m also just an idealistic
college student who spends too much
time thinking about things I probably
don’t understand.
But maybe we should learn to
expect more from our education
system. Maybe it’s time for change.

Aaron Walling
Sun Star
UAF opened their recruiting period
with four new players signing on to play
for the men’s basketball team.
The team signed a guard, a forward
and two power forwards with aspirations
of improving their less than stellar record
of seven wins and 19 losses. The team
normally is in the playoff contention,
but after NCAA violations last year, the
Nanooks were left picking up the pieces.
The four players are all juniors, Jalen
Dupree, Zach Pederson, Bangaly Kaba
and Neal Chavez.
“I believe their best basketball is
ahead of them and that they bring very
solid academic credentials to Alaska,"
Mick Durham, men's basketball coach,
said in a press release.
Dupree is a junior guard from Napa
Valley College in California who brings
a knack for filling up the stat sheet. The
former Storm player averaged 10 points,
four rebounds and three assists per game
last season. Dupree’s is also connected
with another former Vallejo High and
Nanook star, Joe Slocum.
“I think (Slocum) had a big influence
on me,” Dupree said in an interview
with Times-Herald's Matt O'Donnell.
“Coming from the same Vallejo High
program, we have a similar style of play.
I asked him about the vibe of the school
and the program.”
Dupree also brings a 3.7 GPA to the
Nanooks who will have Dupree paired
with seniors Ashton Edwards and Joe
Slocum. He has the opportunity to learn
behind two great guards in Edwards and
Slocum who have a blend of both offense
and defense. Jalen Dupree has the chance
to also continue the great legacy of
California guards to star for the Nanooks
like former Nanook, Ronnie Baker.
Coming to the Nanooks is also the
6’4’’ combo forward, Neal Chavez from
the College of Marin in California. The
former Mariner averaged four points per
game, two rebounds per game and two
assists this past season. Chavez might
want to mirror the three-point prowess of

fellow Nanook guard, Ashton Edwards.
Chavez shot a modest 33 percent from
behind the arc last year, compared to
Edwards who shot a 38 percent. That may
not seem a big difference, but Edwards
also had a flair for theatrics who knocked
down threes at big moments during
games. Also, Chavez can lockdown on
defense against top offenses in the tough
GNAC.
“Neal is a wing player that will be
able to defend against the bigger wings in
our conference,” Durham said in a press
release.
Now to one of our power forwards,
6’5’’ Zach Pederson. Pederson comes
from Edmonds Community College,
in Washington, where he led his team
to the NWAC championship game.
Pederson brings a diverse blend in
his game, averaging 17 points and 10
rebounds per game last year. However,
the most important part of his game is
his work on the offensive glass, grabbing
3.45 offensive rebounds per game. This
is important for the Nanooks because he
will paired with other big forwards, Almir
Hadzisehovic and Isaac Ladines as they
look to improve their rebound numbers.
The Nanooks finished seventh in the
GNAC in rebounding out of ten teams
this year.
The other player is Bangaly Kaba
from Tohono O’ Odham Community
College, in Arizona. Kaba finished the
season averaging eight points and four
rebounds. Kaba is strong player down
low standing at 6’5’’, and his former
coach Matthew Vargas put it right about
Kaba’s abilities for being so young in a
recent press release for UAF.
“Bangaly is one of those kids who
you just know is going to wake up one
day and be absolute beast of a basketball
player. He has accomplished so much
academically and on the court that you
forget he just turned 19.”
Nanook fans should be excited for the
upcoming season, because they get four
new players, the return of players like
Ashton Edwards, and highly anticipated
return of senior Joe Slocum, who sat out
last season.

LETTER to the EDITOR
Dear Editor,
I am writing to share my opinion on the department cuts going on throughout the UA
system. No department should have to be cut while administrators enjoy large undeserved
salaries. Working for a public university is a public service job, and we should not foster a society
where administrators in these positions are rewarded with massive bonuses while the university
hemorrhages.
Furthermore, why is the future of our university in the hands of people who are not truly
active in education? What on earth does an Air Force General know about what a university
needs? I would like to see what the Board of Regents believe makes them qualified as well.
One of those tough questions I find myself asking is "Why do educators and those seeking
their wisdom have to suffer while the people at the top are barely touched by these cuts?" If they
truly cared about the university they would slash their salaries (Office of the Chancellor makes
$312,000 and President makes $320,000) and stop offering people bonuses they don't deserve.
A person of real integrity would never have waited on people to protest and lash out to
decide that perhaps that bonus isn't such a good idea during budget cuts, but it took protests and
outcry for President Gamble to reconsider. President Gamble and the Board of Regents are an
embarrassment to the UA system, so is anyone involved in approving the termination of academic
programs.
Sincerely,

Jon Quiñones, a concerned student
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Sun Star Picks: UAF and community events
The Sun Star Picks Calendar is compiled by Chase VanFlein-Hage. If you are interested in having your event featured here, contact Sam
Allen at editor@uafsunstar.com for more information.

April 28

7 p.m. – William Rabun will have
his Trumpet Recital in the Davis
Concert Hall.

-Over 218:30 p.m. - Pub Trivia

-Over 21-

April 29

8 p.m. - Kentucky Tundra, bluegrass
music at The Pub.

7:30-9 p.m. – Bryan Hall Studio
Recital. A free string recital in room
217 of the Music Wing, The Eva
Mcgown Room.

May 1

-Over 218 p.m. – PechaFlickr at The Pub
improv made up by looking at a
series of never before seen images.

April 30
1:10 p.m. – Music At One Ten.
Student recitals in the Davis Concert
Hall.

Deadline to apply for summer and
fall admissions
12 p.m. – Student art sale will take
place in the Fine Art Wing in various
department studios. Ceramics,
metals, printmaking and more.
7 p.m. – Wind Symphony & Jazz
Band Concert. Conducted by Dr.
Gustafson and Dr. Bicigo. Suggested
donation is $10 adults, $5 for
students, seniors and military.

make sure that the graduates have a
fantastic send off from UAF.

-Over 218 p.m. - 10th Annual Taste Of
Alaska Beer Festival $30 Presale /
$35 At the door join us in celebration
and support of all the great beer
brewed here in Alaska.

May 2
7 p.m. – Choir of the North Spring
Concert. $10 adults, $5 students,
seniors, and military. Tickets
available at the door.

-Over 21-

May 3
9:30 a.m. – Breakup Tri. 500 yard
swim in Patty pool, 13.1 mile bike ride
out Sheep Creek towards Murphy
Dome Rd. and then back.
4 p.m. – University Chorus Spring
Concert. $10 adults $5 students,
seniors and military. Tickets will be
available at the door.

May 4
Last Day of Instruction – Finals
Start tomorrow!

8 p.m. - Grad Bash
Every May The Pub is host to the
Grad Bash - a celebratory event that
only the current year’s graduates are
invited to attend. The Pub partners
with the Alumni Association to

7 p.m. - Piano Monster! Many pianos
will be being played all at once. In the
Davis Concert Hall for free.

Boyz ‘n da Hood
Sam Allen and Eric Bennett / Sun Star

This week, we asked students:

“What are your thoughts on Chancellor Brian Rogers’ retirement announcement?”

“If the gentleman
is ready to go, the
gentleman is ready to
go.”
-Fred Monrean
Jr., senior
accounting
student

“I have mixed feelings
about Brian Rogers
leaving because half
of me is alright with
him leaving if, as he
says, it’s affecting his
health poorly with
the university’s most
recent decisions. But
the other half of me is
upset that he is leaving
because it feels like he
is leaving us to fend for
ourselves.”

“I was surprised, but
as long as someone
who is qualified and
responsible takes his
place, then I am ok
with it.”
-Jesse Klejka,
sophomore
biology student

“I guess we’re in
agreement [the
Chancellor and I]
because I can see the
frustration in cuts
being made that hurt
students.”
-Katrina Keese,
junior earth
science student

“I don’t really care, as
long as my program
doesn’t get cut.”
-Mason Huffman,
sophomore
mining
engineering
student

“I can understand
stress and it negatively
affecting his health, but
it comes at a really bad
time.”
- Rorey Hughes,
foreign language
student

- Holly Jeanne,
senior spanish
student

REFLECTION
Reflection on UAF Experience
The Senior Seminar class Psychology 485, under guidance of Professor
Billings, was asked to respond to the
following question during reflection
presentations on their experiences
here at UAF:
“If your children (or grandchildren) asked you what you learned
during your time at UAF, you would
tell them…”
The responses were qualitatively

analyzed for themes by research assistant
Aleksandra Milanovic. This resulted in
two major categories – Practical and
Philosophical. Here are a few of the
most notable entries:
Practical
“After my years at UAF, all I ended up with
was a few too many hangovers, a degree in
psychology, your mother by my side, and this
lousy t-shirt.”
-Zachary Bohan

“The best parties at UAF are thrown by the
sports teams.”
-Anonymous
“Appreciate connections you make during your
short time in college, they can change your life in
a positive way!”
-Angelica Gonzalez
Philosophical
“I found, not one, but many identities while
at UAF. I explored and changed my opinions

through connections with wide, diverse, and
wonderfully helpful range of people.”
-Cordero Reid
“Grades don’t determine what you’re worth.”
-Anonymous
“While at UAF, I learned to listen so that I
could help people hear what they are saying.”
-Debra Vance

Submitted by Aleksandra Milanovic, from a group project for Assistant Professor Frederick Billings’ PSY 485 class
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With so many online classes
available, what should you look for?
Knowledgeable faculty - Kenai Peninsula College prides itself on
offering high quality classes, taught by instructors who are trained in
distance delivery.
Proven quality - Many KPC courses are Quality Matters (QM) certified.
QM classes must pass rigorous quality assurance reviews.
Compare class sizes - Don’t get lost in your online class. The maximum
class size at KPC is 30 students.
A stellar track record - Distance students in the University of Alaska are
able to take advantage of course offerings throughout the University
system. KPC is a University leader in distance education.

GIVE KPC A TRY! FALL REGISTRATION OPEN NOW.
VISIT US ONLINE AT WWW.KPC.ALASKA.EDU OR CALL US AT 1.877.262.0330
The University of Alaska is an AA/EEO employer & educational institution.

